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Recommended Ages: 14+

170cc, four-stroke, single-cylinder, air cooled
10.1hp, automatic transmission with reverse
Seat height: 32” (81cm) • Tires: 23x7-10” (f) / 22x10-10” (r) with stylish rims
Upgraded chassis for comfort
Aluminum muffler and rear carrier with bigger axle
Angel eyes and LCD speedometer
Heavy duty bumper and rack
Enhanced dual A-arm / shock absorber
Comfortable double seater with backrest

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
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$2,899.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description This vehicle is powered by a 170cc, single-cylinder, 4-stroke, air-cooled engine that features an electric start ignition and a fully
automatic transmission with reverse. It produces 10.1 horsepower, achieving a top speed of up to 60 km/hr. Both the front and rear brakes are
disc type, ensuring reliable stopping power, and it's equipped with a PZ30 carburetor for efficient fuel intake. The tires are sized 23x7-10” in the
front and 22x10-10” in the rear, mounted on stylish rims. It includes safety and convenience features like a remote kill switch, an LCD speed
governor, a double person seat with backrest, and a hand shift lever. Visibility is enhanced by Angel LED lights, and comfort is provided by an
enhanced dual A-arm and shock absorber suspension system. The seat height is 32 inches (81cm), and the vehicle has a dry weight of 331lbs
(150kg). Its overall dimensions are 72" x 47" x 46" (182cm x 120cm x 117cm), making it a robust and comfortable option for riders.

  

This Gas ATV is shipped 90% assembled, some assembly is required. 

This Gas ATV requires but is not limited to:

  Basic understanding of Carburetor function. Example: Choke ON, Choke OFF
 Ability to Perform Oil Change and Check Oil
 Basic Small Engine Maintenance
 Battery Connection
 Wheel Assembly

Customers are encouraged to call prior to placing their orders for assembly-related questions.

  

(NVIS)

  Optional: A New Vehicle Information Statement (NVIS) is available for this vehicle. You may request the NVIS documents
following your purchase, subject to an administration fee of $80.

The NVIS paperwork is necessary for registering your bike with the province to obtain plates and insurance, particularly if you
plan to use provincial trails. If you do not intend to use these trails, this requirement does not apply.
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